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Penny Daleâ€™s cozy take on a favorite nursery rhyme takes on new charm in a board book edition

with an appealing new cover."There were ten in the bed and the little one said, 'Roll over, roll

over!'So they all rolled over and Hedgehog fell out. . . ."One by one, nine friends roll over and fall out

of a boyâ€™s bed with a bang, a thump, or a plop until . . . "Iâ€™m cold! I miss you!" the boy says,

and back in the bed they all go. In a sturdy board book begging many repeat readings, Penny

Daleâ€™s popular rendition of this childhood song is as warm and toasty as a feather bed.
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I like the tough , chunky easy for little hands to turn pages of this release ,but, the story and the

illustration differ slightly form the original version that we had for our children. Our Grandbaby fell in

love with the old version we had ,but, had sentimental value for us and was getting pretty beaten up

so we thought we'd buy one for her and a couple for gifts to have as we loved this story so much.

However the new version differs just enough that our 2y/o can even tell the difference! This was

saddening as this book was one of our beloved favorites...I don't think the version we have is

available anywhere except collectors circles. Why change a good thing???Papa

Love the original story given to our sons (ages 35 & 31) so purchased board book for our 2 year old

grandson.We have the original book. The wording is not the same and some of the artwork is

different. Very disappointing for us. We wanted the board book for him to hold and read himself. He



has learned the story from his daddy and uncle's book. He asks to read the "other book." I hand

wrote the original wording inside and use the original words instead, but he prefers the original.

This book is wonderful. The illustrations are so imaginative, you can introduce color, activity,

relationships, etc. to your narrative. The printed words are only the beginning which makes it ideal

for the youngest child. The "living" plush animals are mischievous and inventive, they roll out of bed

and three of the toys work together to open the kitchen door showing cooperation, then enter the

kitchen for a snack and leave a mess. There is a scarf, jacket and rubber boots in the kitchen so

you can talk about seasons and weather. An elephant is trying to figure out how to get under the

bed, which leads you to a discussion about size and space. The animals are helping each other to

get back into bed giving you the opportunity to talk about helping those who need it. They all end up

snuggling and happy to be together again. Each time you read the book you can change the focus. I

give this book to all the new mothers in my life. It's a must have.

I guess I did not notice the size of this book when I ordered it. I was replacing my copy of the book

which is much bigger. This is the cutest version of this story I have ever read. I read it to all my

children and bought this new one to read to my grandson. I highly recommend this story but the

pictures are so great you may want to look for a larger version.

Every child should have this book read to them at bedtime! My kids had it memorized, and loved

it.....we made our own sound effects! Now I'm buying it for shower gifts whenever I can find it. Great

illustrations too!

This is a great book for small children! It is repetitious so the child can say it with you! It has great

sounds to sound out on each page. My grandson loves for me to read and he acts out this book.

One of his favorite books!

This is a "go to" book favorite of mine as a baby gift. It's outside the commonly seen baby books so

you're pretty sure it won't be duplicated if you're giving it as a gift. The illustrations are adorable.

We first borrowed this book from the local library and after renewing as many times as we could we

had to buy it! This is one of our all time favorites. We love the different sounds the animals make as

they hit the floor after "roll over, roll over". And counting everyone after they return to bed is fun too.



( Now we have beds full of stuffed animals who roll out of bed and need to find there way back.

LOL)
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